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A River of Gold by Rod Brown, ???M. Photog., Cr
Ever since my first interest in photography in the late
60’s I’ve enjoyed “landscape photography”. In fact, my first
award for a landscape image was a contest the local newspaper
had back when I was commuting to college years ago. I captured
a sunrise with a local foundry in the foreground. It was a black
and white image captured with my first “professional” camera, a
Minolta SRT 101. I won first place in that contest and I think the
PR I received pushed me toward a career in photography. Then,
as the business grew, I found less time for fun pictures and studied hard to perfect my portrait skills.
It wasn’t until years ago that a friend, Scott Hall, introduced me to large format photography. After admiring his work,
all black and white on an 8 x 10 view camera, I purchased a
Lindhoff Techinka IV body with a 210mm lens. Since then I’ve
added a 75mm, 90mm, 150mm, 270mm, 370mm and 500mm
lens to my system. Another camera, I frequently use for expansive landscapes is a Lindhoff 6 x 17 panorama camera with a
fixed 90 mm lens.
How did I learn my techniques for landscape photography? By studying the works of the great “Masters” in landscape
photography, Ansel Adams,David Muench, John Shaw, Michael
Fatali, Art Wolfe, Robert Stewart, Jack Holowitz and John
Fieider. I have an extensive collection of coffee table books on
landscape photography that is my inspiration. Over the long winter months, it’s enjoyable to relax in my easy chair and thumb
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through those books and enjoy the skills of the photographers
and magnificent views of nature that have been created.
As much a I enjoy landscape photography I’m only able
to get away and travel once or twice a year. I consider each trip
to be a small sabbatical, where I can get away from the “rat race”
and get out and enjoy the wonders of how the light interacts with
the land. My favorite places are the Great Smokey Mountains
and the desert Southwest, Nevada, Arizona and Utah.
In the beginning, I exposed color negative films which
were used for wall decor and for competition. I am now exposing
mostly Kodak Ektachrome E100VS film and having the film
scanned. As technology has advanced, I’ve found much more
control in having the film scanned and then printed. We are
doing all of our printing for landscapes now on the Epson 7600
Ultrachrome printer.
Having total control from the initial exposure to the
making of the final print have given me the ability to produce
some amazing images. Photography has changed so much in the
last 150 years that we need to embrace new technology given to
us. Will I use digital capture in the future? Maybe! Right now I
enjoy the slow methodical process of setting up the view camera,
composing the scene, and enjoying the beautiful wonders of our
landscape.
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We Say Goodbye to An
Old Friend

At the PPA Don Blair Blog,
Cindy Baxter said...
"It's not what you take with
you ...it's what you leave
behind"
This wonderful, beautiful,
gentle man left with me and
many others the gift of a solid
foundation in lighting and
posing. This gift he gave
to me, 15 years ago, when he
was my very first PPA
instructor.
He changed my life and my
photography forever!

Don Blair
The renowned photographer Don C. Blair of Murray, Utah
passed away peacefully on Sunday, September 26, 2004.
Known throughout the photographic industry as "Big
Daddy," Don was a very accomplished man. He loved his
art, used it well to express himself and shared everything he
knew with enthusiasm.
Don became fascinated with photography when he was in the
sixth grade. At that time he went to work for Peck Photo
Studio, where he carried equipment on different appointments. After years of hard work and growing experience,
Don bought the business and ran it as Don Blair Photo
Studio.
From that point forward, Don's career and reputation
bloomed. He gained recognition for his stylized techniques,
which he was sharing with photographers around the world.
He was an acclaimed advocate of continuous learning and
professional growth, and brought innovative ideas and progressive styles to the imaging community. Perhaps his most
recognizable asset was his warm and gracious demeanor: he
truly delighted in the successful accomplishments of his fellow photographers. By sowing seeds of knowledge and nourishing the talents of beginners, he was instrumental in the
development of many accomplished photographers. Don
Blair had the unique attributes of an artist, creator of memorable images,
a teacher and
a counselor.
During his
more than 50
years as a
photographer,
Don amassed
awards and
distinctions both nationally and in Europe and Asia. A champion of professional education, he has taught classes for the
Winona International School of
Professional Photography and has held
hundreds of seminars and workshops on
three continents. He received his Master
of Photography from PPA in 1965, his
Photographic Craftsman degree in
1967and his ASP Fellowship in 1998. In
2003 the PPA Board of Directors presented him with the prestigious Directors
Award, as well.

Thank You Don, For Being
You! Thank You For
Spreading Your Knowledge,
So Willingly, Far And Wide Across This Great Nation and World! Thank
You For Being A Friend and A Superb Mentor.
You Will Be So Desperately Missed.
Love Ya Man! Cindy

contributions to PPA
and the entire industry with his fine portraiture and wonderful teaching style;
those contributions
will live on for
decades through all
those who learned
from him. We will
miss Don greatly,
but will always hold
Don was a veteran, there was a 21 gun salute.
him dear in our
hearts."
The funeral service was held Monday, October 4, 2004.
If you would like to share
your remembrances or condolences with your fellow photographers, PPA has set up a
weblog at
http://donblair.blogspot.com.

"The photographic community has lost a
legend and icon with the passing of Don
'Big Daddy' Blair," stated PPA President
Don was buried with a roll of Kodak film in his hand.
Bob Lloyd. "Don made extraordinary
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Ken Whitmire, ASP Fellow was just
one of the many photographic
friends who attended the funeral.
Others I saw: Skip Koen, Helen
Yancy, San Pelia, Dewight Okomoto,
Don Busath, Tony Corbell, Steve
Shenan, Roy Madearis, Ron Korn,
Sunshine Sommers, Mark xxxxxxx,
Doug Box and many others.
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ASP Party at Imaging Convention in New Orleans
Mark your calendar, Monday evening, January 17,
2005 will be the ASP Party at Imaging USA in New
Orleans. Watch for further details on the website!
The convention hotel is the:

Hilton New Orleans Riverside
Make your reservations today!
Two Poydras Street
New Orleans, LA
70140
Tel: 1-504-561-0500
Fax: 1-504-568-1721

First of 5 Elite Series

In the ''center of it all''. The newly renovated Hilton New
Orleans Riverside is immediately on the banks of the
Mississippi River with easy access to everything New Orleans
has to offer. This full service luxury complex is actually a ''city
within itself.''

Mark your calendar, Monday March 19, in Millwalkee, WI
will be an opportunity for you to spend the day with Don
Emmerich learning PhotoShop. ASP members can attend for
only $99. Non-Members can attend for $199 (and that price
includes membership in ASP for PPA degree holders!)

Make the Magic in Photoshop by Don Emmerich
Unleash the wonder of the worlds most powerful computer program. Don't waste your dollars buying templates and actions, create
your own! Design award winning albums and composites. Learn the digital slight of hand that will make you clients' dreams come
true. Release the genie in you. Photoshop, it's not just for retouching anymore.
Digitally enhance your photography. You will learn the secrets of digital
retouching, soft focus images, composites, montages, templates, and a number
of other products. Special attention will be given to some of the many ways
you can expand your client services by combining digital imaging with an
Epson inkjet printer. In this portion of the course, you will learn how to produce such photographic-quality products as proof books, display prints, large
posters, self-promotional brochures, and watercolor greeting cards.
Take the work out of workflow. Learn how to color balance your camera, how to
create infrared images, and how to interpret and rely on histograms for accurate
exposures. Don will also share his insights on many other topics, including setting
up a digital darkroom, increasing productivity, writing actions and droplets, correcting color problems, producing great black-and-whites, and simplifying color management for your computer and printer. (Just say no to profiles-Isn't profiling against
the law?)
Bio of Don Emmerich
Don Emmerich helped pioneer the integration of digital imaging with conventional
photography. For the past several years, he has traveled the world advocating and
teaching these technologies to various companies and individuals. His teaching has
taken him to twenty-seven countries on four continents and has earned him such foreign honors as the Master of Photography degree from China. Don has earned all
four degrees from the Professional Photographer's Association and was recently
awarded a fellowship into the American Society of Photographers.

Sign me up for Milwaukee
Don Emmerich Monday March 19
Bonus - Nancy Mickle Tuesday March 20
Please register:
Name: ___________________________
Address: _________________________
City: ____________________________
State:_______ Zip:_________________
Phone:___________________________
Email:___________________________
Visa/MC #________________________
Exp:________ 3 digit code (on back) ____

Don Emmerich
Bonus Program: Learn Painter with Nancy Mickle! The day after Don’s program (PhotoShop)
you can spend the day with Nancy learning Painter. Only $99 more will get you the Nancy Mickle
(Painter)
bonus program. You are already there, you might as well learn more!
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___$99 Member
___$199 Non Member
___$99
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Determination by Bryan White

If you want to learn how to he did this image, turn to page 12

Heading Home

by Roxanne Pearson M. Photog., Cr., F-ASP, F-RPS, F-BIPP
Hasselblad Superwide camera, Konica 3200 film, this is a straight print!
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2005 ASP Booth Volunteers for Vegas 2004
David Smith, Buddy Stewart, Linda Smith, Bob Golding, Randy Peterson, Dan Hammel, Ralph Richter, Walter
Klages, Jason Smith, Douglas Loy, Rita Loy, Linda Durham, Bonnie Costanzo, Rick Trummer, James
Churchhill, Tom Rouse, Rudy Foschi, Linda Foschi, Beth Zak, Jim Zak, Kathy Meek, Bart Stevens, Rick
Trummer, Tony Christiana, Helene Glassman, Jon Allyn, and Martha Dameron.
Dear ASP Booth Volunteers and Governors,
I would once again like to say, THANK YOU!! to so many for all your help at this years ASP Booth. I trust you had an enjoyable
time meeting some of your fellow ASP members. I know I enjoyed seeing many old friends. And meeting for the first time some of
you and please thank your spouses for their help.
ASP is so dear to my heart. The reason is the wonderful people like you, that are so giving of your time, talent and dedicated to help
others reach that next level excellence.
I'm still overjoyed and can not believe my fellow Board of Governor's honored me with the "PPA National Award" I could not but
think to myself all the way up to receive this honor, how many others that I felt have done so much and should be the ones to receive
this award. I was also thinking that I alone did not earn this honor. It was all of you and the many others in the past that have helped
when I called or e-mailed to help man the ASP Membership Booth. So I would just like to say not only from ASP but from my heart,
Thank you for being there for ASP.
I would also like to mention and thank Randy Bradford and Roland Laramie past ASP Executive Directors for giving me the opportunity to co-chair all these years.
I look forward to seeing many of you again in New Orleans and hope you will once again help at the booth or just stop by and say
Howdy!
GOD BLESS TO YOU AND YOURS,
Yours as always with a Smile, ;0) Wm. "Wild Bill" Eaton

Bill Eaton received the
National Award at this years PPA
Imaging convention. Through the years many people
have given much of their time and energy to advancing
the field of photography. The efforts of these dedicated
individuals has benefited photography
immeasurably. Yet, for all of their hard work and contributions, they ask nothing more than to improve the profession and help those involved in this exciting field.
Every year, PPA makes this prestigious award available
to its State, Regional, National and
International affiliates who may present it to a deserving individual. While PPA provides many awards, programs and benefits to its affiliates, the National Award
is for people who go beyond what is expected of them.
It does not matter if they are a member of PPA, or if
they are employed in the field of photography. What
matters is that they cared enough about our craft to help
improve it.
This award is the highest award that can be given, as it
is granted by the affiliate, not earned through merits by
the individual. You deserve this Bill! Thank you for
your years of dedicated service.
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President, David Smith, PPA President, Bob Lloyd and Vice President Don Emmerich
honor Bill Eaton with the National Award. The inscription on the plaque reads
, “For service to professional photography” means “thank you for your time, your talents and most of all, your loyalty to professional photography”.
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The turn of the century is long gone. The new millennium is firmly upon us. The world is moving at
light speed and our profession has been launched
into cyberspace. Those of you who still think that
digital photography won't impact your business,
may find yourselves in the same situation as the
buggy whip manufacturer who said, "Its just a
fad", when he saw the first automobile rumble
through town. And ten years later was out of business.
There is one big difference between the whip manufacturers and photographers. They did not create
the product that lead to their demise. The consumers created the demand and Henry Ford supplied the product. The whip manufacturers ignored
the obvious. They refused to adapt to the changing
world around them and simply lost their market.
Most of us seem to think that it was the camera
manufacturers or the public who were driving the digital camera market, but it was the photographers. We created the demand for the product to reduce our hard costs and to have more
control over the process.
Although it took some time to educate the public as to the benefits of this revolutionary
process, they now freely accept it and most likely own a digital camera themselves. Our
clients didn't and don't really care if we shoot film or pixels as long as we meet their expectations. This usually means a quality product delivered in a reasonable timeframe.
35mm format digital cameras are great for the vast majority of images we create.
Understandably, 6 and 8 megapixel cameras don't rival the quality of medium format film for
large prints but the scanning backs certainly do. The image quality is already here and still
improving everyday. The investment necessary to go digital has settled into the affordable
range for even the mom and pop studio. I must point out one huge caveat. Digital will not
save time. That's the trade-off to gain control. In fact, you can plan on working longer hours
than you ever imagined. You'll undoubtedly experience a new appreciation for all the work
your labs and artists did in the past. Now that their work stays in-house, you better plan on
more employees and many late nights.
Years ago, you could receive a free digital camera from Kodak if you purchased 100 rolls of
film. Given the fact that a huge percentage of Kodak's business was selling film, why would
they give away cameras that didn't require film? They must have been trying to tell us something.
So is now finally the right time to make the move? The answer is "Probably". It is situation
dependent. What I mean by that is, you must have a business plan in place to justify the
expense based on your return on investment. You must have specific applications to benefit
from shooting digital. And you need to be able to create a new workflow.
Soon you will see complete, closed loop systems to take you from capture through editing
and printing, thereby achieving consistently predictable results. Color management and ICC
profiling will become conversations for those who like to say, "Do you remember when….".
The digital "train" pulled out of the station quite some time ago. Fortunately, it's a long train
and will take a while yet to get up to full speed. You still have time to jump on one of the
remaining cars as they leave the platform. Even if you aren't ready to invest in the equipment
at this point, you must invest in the education. The digital learning curve is steep and can be
intimidating. Take advantage of the opportunities that lie ahead or start building a display
case for your buggy whips.
Jon Allyn
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Beach Walkers

by Joan Genest

This photograph was made as part of a family portrait session on the beach. The client, a favorite of ours since the girls were babies,
requested a few poses of the girls alone for their Christmas card. We took several exposures of the girls looking at the camera and
smiling, but I wanted a more natural, fun portrait of the girls playing together. That's when this exposure was made.
Around that same time I was beginning to learn how to create artistic images using Corel Painter. (Many thanks to my teacher and
mentor, Helen Yancy.) As a personal project I began to paint color and impressionist detail into the girls' hair and dresses and then
into the environment, the sand and the beach grasses. Once I was satisfied with the portrait I presented it to my client, who fell in
love with it. She has a beautiful Giclee Print in her home, as does the girls' Grandmother in Florida.
Since that time, Beach Walkers has won the Kodak Gallery Elite Award in 2003 and is currently in the 2004 PPA Loan Collection.
The publicity of this portrait has also led to other clients commissioning me do to portraits of similar style for their family.
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New Years Resolution 2005 …..
Creating an Effective Digital Portrait Workflow
By Kathleen Hawkins
Mastering an effective digital portrait workflow requires a set of
skills that differ from those used in film photography. In order to
gracefully make this transition and avoid a digital disaster, consider the following New Years Resolutions!
Resolution # 1- In 2005, we will have balance in our life! The
digital integration requires planning and constant education,
which in turn requires time and time management. Many photographers spend hours on the computer devouring the new technology and eventually neglect their business and their families.
This is a dangerous path to travel. When someone is consumed
by their business, they don't have much left to offer others.
Discuss your new business goals with your personal and professional associates. Establish clear guidelines for what is considered educational time, work time, and personal time. No matter
how successful you may feel it is important not to work all day
every day.
Resolution #2- In 2005, we will track our activities to determine
the best use of our time- While it never is a bad idea to run
every aspect of your business, you should never take on too
much responsibility yourself. Whether your studio is big or
small, the ability to delegate is the key. Always ask yourself,
"Can I make more money if I pay someone else to complete this
task?" While a do it yourself mindset, may seem like a cost
affective approach, consider the time involved in completing
each task. If you spend countless of non revenue generating
hours at the computer trying to get your website up, it is probably not cost effective for you to
Just because you delegate
do it yourself. On the other hand,
doesn't mean you dismiss!
if you hire a top notch website
developer to redo your site, how Follow up and supervision is
many photo sessions would it take the key to quality control.
to recoup the money that you spent. Likewise, if you hire someone to assemble albums for your studio, what type of revenue
generating activities could you complete in the time spent completing that production process?
Resolution #3 - In 2005, we will know where we are going
before we get there! Avoiding Digital DetoursTo make the digital transition work for your studio, you must
avoid digital detours. Unfortunately, that is easier said than done.

While photographers make the transition with the best intentions, many become overwhelmed and soon quit after they start.
To stay focused on this critical period, you must map out a realistic course of action, research your options, and develop a plan
prior to starting. For Jeff Hawkins Photography, Jeff began the
transition by studying basic photo manipulation techniques and
then analyzing the new technology available. Next, he began
digitally capturing children and family portraits. Quickly he discovered the importance of having the following in place:
"
"
"
"

A file management system,
back up batteries,
back up micro drives
and a very fast durable computer!

As a suggestion, prevent common digital disasters by backing up
your work immediately. If leaving your studio location, bring a
laptop to the session and back up the images after each session.
Do not change or modify the original image in any way until
you have saved the original file at least once! Otherwise, you
may alter the image so much that you forget what the original
image looked like to begin with. Once the original image is
altered, there is no going back.
Implement a workPhotographer Frank Donnino, always
flow system before
preserves the integrity of his digital
camera files by immediately burning 2 heading out to photograph a single
CD's after each session. He then spot
session will spare
checks them to make sure the images
are ok. He keeps one Cd in the client's you some unnecesenvelope and the other he takes home sary headaches and
"just in case" something were to go
anguish.
wrong with the original.
Resolution #4- In 2005, we will run our business instead of letting our business run us! Create a Time LineDeveloping a time line will help you stay on task and actually
speed up your workflow.
Continued on page 18
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See the final image on page 7.
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ASP Members Save Big on LucisArt Software
by Jon Allyn
Ever since Darton Drake's self-portrait appeared in the Autumn
2004, ASP Magazine, I've been inundated with questions about the
LucisArt software he mentioned in the article. Questions have
ranged from, "How does it work?" "Is it hard to use?" "How much
does it cost?" And, "Where can I get it?"

and then using a layer mask to remove unwanted areas. But, I've
found the easiest way to avoid color shifts is to apply the effect and
then change from Normal to Luminosity mode.

I trust that this article will
answer those questions for
both the "Techy" and the
"Creative".

Here are the steps I use for maximum control:

For the "Techy", this is how
the Lucis algorithm works.
The Lucis Algorithm (Lucis)
allows you to see image
information by enhancing
the contrast variances that
you would like to see more clearly. As a first step, Lucis maps out
contrast variances by comparing each pixel to every other pixel
along hundreds of radial lines in two directions. Then with the simple software controls, you select a range of contrast variances that
you would like to see more clearly. Contrast variances within the
selected range are enhanced and contrast variances outside the
range are diminished but not eliminated.
So if you select to view the smallest contrast variances, detail
emerges throughout the image, simultaneously in the bright, dark,
and mid-range regions of the image. If you select to view the
largest contrast to variances, then the smallest contrast variances are
smoothed and a beautiful watercolor effect results. The smoothing
depends on the image's own relative contrasts. If you select to view
mid-range contrast variances, then the largest and smallest contrast
variances are diminished. This enhances contrast patterns within
the image, called the sculpture effect.

For the "Creative", this is how to use Lucis.

" Open your image in Photoshop.
" Duplicate the layer you want to effect with Lucis
" Apply the desired effect (Filter>Lucis>LucisArt)
" Immediately go to (Edit>Fade LucisArt)
" Change the Mode from Normal to Luminosity, vary the
opacity if you like and Click OK
" Use Layer Mask and/or change the layer opacity as desired.
You now have your effects on it's own layer. This now gives you
control over the amount of the effect that you wish to use by means
of the layer opacity slider. It's that simple. Really. If you can push a
button and move a slider, you can use LucisArt. The process is
totally visual. When you like what you see in the preview window,
click OK. It is so intuitive there isn't even a users manual!
So how can you purchase it? That's simple too!Go to www.lucisart.com and click on their online store and follow the step-by-step
ordering. (It literally takes about a minute.) You'll receive a serial
number via email to register and activate the full capabilities of the
downloadable demo.
How much does it cost? $169. BUT, not if you're an ASP member.
ASP members save over $25. You can receive a 15% discount by
entering this special code, ASPPROMO in the coupon box during
the checkout process. This offer is only good through March 1,
2005. So order now and start having fun today.

Lucis operates on intensity information. So it is
extremely effective on grayscale images. When enhancing color images, as a first step the red green blue
(RGB) information is converted to hue saturation luminance (HSL). Lucis then alters the Luminance information. Then the new Luminance data is combined with
the old Hue and Saturation data and then reconverted to
RGB. This method of Lucis color processing is called
Single Luminance Channel Mode because the image is
converted to have one luminance channel that Lucis
subsequently processes. With this method of processing
color images, in addition to viewing the shift of contrast
information there may also be color shifts.
Sometimes these color shifts may be undesirable, such
as when enhancing portraits realistically. To keep the
image's appearance more realistic, the image can be
slightly over-processed and then mixed with the original
image. Photoshop's history brush is an effective tool to
"paint" the Lucis effect onto the image. You can gain
additional control over the effected areas
Before LucisArt.
by applying the effect to a duplicate layer
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YOU may be one skill away from success and…
It's so simple to learn.
by Andre Amyot Cr, Photog. ABI, MPA HLM APPO
Statistics are there, photographers poled by major associations
are making approximately $28K per year. In today's world, this
does not even come close to qualify as a good living. Raising a
family, sending the kids to school, taking vacations together,
owning a home are simple, honest goals in life. With the work
and time we put in, we all deserve a lot more than $28K.

I learned was that this was far
from wasted time, I could
learn to be the best photographer in the world but if I didn't know how to sell myself,
all was for naught.

So why do we settle for less?

You may think it is too late to
learn those skills now, you're
too old, or your business is
taking so much of your time,
you can't possibly do it. Well
you can, if you really want to.

For the love of art!!! Because we are artists and the sole act of
creating should be rewarding enough!!! Well that's the worst
excuse I have ever heard. As if making a good living would prevent the creative process and getting a proper return on our time
and skills would be sacrilegious.
I am one of those rare photographers who has been doing this
for all of his life ( 38 years). Many choose photography as a second or third career turning a passionate hobby into great living.
Some experience major disappointment.
After joining the Air Force, I found myself learning photography
(a dream I had harbored for a very long time). I knew I did not
want to be a career soldier, but the call of adventure and the possibility of having the very best training available, made this the
right choice for me. After ten years of military life, many travels, as well as tons of technical training and experience in photography, I decided to leave to open my own studio. Very soon
afterwards, it hit me! People were not walking through fire to
buy the priceless images I was creating!!! Yes, they were priceless, all right, because I didn't have a clue about setting prices!!
I was great at photography, but really lacked any business skill
whatsoever. I was one skill away from success.

There are three questions one must ask when
faced with such a challenge:
1. What am I missing?
2. What can I do to acquire it?
3. Who can provide it?
Like many others, I thought I did not have the time to waste
going back to school to learn business, I would rather spend my
time and money getting better at my profession. That was another roadblock because even though I was working long hours, I
had the awful feeling that I was not making enough to provide
for my family. I was unhappy. On top of it all, I wasn't getting
the respect I deserved from my clients because my prices were
too low and they did not see the value in my work; I didn't know
how to show them the real benefits related to the images they
were presented.
I was one skill away from success and that skill was learning the
basics of marketing and business. Over the years, I did take the
time to attend marketing and business seminars. I surrounded
myself with great business professionals, read books, listened to
tapes and cd's, attended conventions. The most important lesson
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There are only two questions to ask yourself to
find your learn-ability factor;
1. Am I willing to learn?
2. What is my willingness to change?
One of the best books I have read lately is "Rich Dad, Poor
Dad" by Robert T. Kiyosaki. In this book, Robert tells a story
about a young lady from Singapore who was interviewing him
for a local newspaper. Robert had read some articles this lady
had written and was totally impressed by her skills as a writer.
After the interview, she proceeded to ask him, off the record,
what would you suggest I do to become a successful author?
Robert answered with a smile: "I would advise you to take a
sales course and even work for an advertising agency so you
could learn the power of the advertising word".
Well, her reaction blew him away: She was totally insulted saying that she had gone to university, got a Master's degree in literature. In essence taking a sales course would be beneath her.
She said: "I hate sales people, all they want is money". Robert
asked her to look down at her notes where she had written:
Robert T. Kiyosaki, best selling author.
He went on by saying: "best selling author", not best "writing"
author. "Add to your fantastic writing skills some simple selling
knowledge and just think of the heights you could reach".
Well, after reading this story, I could not stop relating this experience with my own and that of so many photographer friends
who have developed their skills as "out of this world image creators" but have such a hard time making ends meet, providing
for their families and even taking a simple holiday near the
ocean or in the mountains after working so hard throughout the
year. Does this ring a bell!!!

Continued on the bottom of page 17
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A Wake At Sunrise

Here is the basic information of what I did to the image. The
information is for the "techies", the story is for the rest of the
world. The image was taken with Fujicolor Supra 400 negative
film on one of my Nikon N90S cameras using an auto focus
105mm f2.8 Macro Lens.
It was a cold Thanksgiving evening, and I was able to slip away
from football before sunset at a favorite place in the Gulf Park
State Park pier in Ocean Springs, Mississippi. Hold it right
there, Murray, did you say sunset? Da (yes, in Russian). My
wife and sweetheart of 28 years and I were visiting with my parents (actually my in-laws, but I don't believe in the 'in-laws'
phrase). After lunch leftovers (really it's supper) I wanted to go
to the park (yep, I'm still a kid unable to hang with my kids who
are in Russia and Honduras doing mission work) and just couldn't go without a lens shade and "stuff", so I grabbed my prepacked bag and drove five minutes to the pier. My high dollar
tripod was the wood railing that protected me from the excitement of "drop and splash" into the cool bay water. The sun was
about five minutes from disappearing into the horizon and was
in beautiful placement over Deer Island. Originally, I thought
I'd wait until the prime time of the sunset's afterglow, but I just
couldn't resist the sunlight celebration of the dance on the scene.
And wouldn't you know, here come a pair of fishermen in their
little float boat. I thought, "Shoot now!" Off went the shutter at
its' lightning speed of 1/60th of a Segundo (got to get the
Honduran-Spanish in there). "Wow, baby...pauk'ah" (Russian
slang for let us go ya'll) said the aperture of F5.6.
I thanked God for the miracle of the sunset and went back to
football. You ask if it is normal or a miracle? The sunset was a
miracle, the game was normal, however, I'd tell you that it's
both. But the miracle is that it is consistent every day, orchestrated by God's loving kindness and faithfulness. He will
demonstrate another dance tomorrow too. How can you look at
the sunset and not see that it will rise also? There is no descention without an ascension. Yet another dance of glory, yes a single light dispersed from a single radius, again in circular motion,
with the agreement to live on. Life revolves around concentric
circles. Yeh… yeh… yeh, enough philosophy, John.
I worked (more like the bond servant slavery of practice- makesperfect) the image in stages (which represents the reproduction
of a dance on stage). Here are the basics. In Stage 1, I had the
negative scanned 10"x15" at 300 dpi yielding a 39.4 MB file
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and then I cropped the excess (I always get a lot of this). In
stage 2, using Photoshop layers and combine, I increased
the saturation +100 to make more grain. I chose the color
by adjusting the Hue/Saturation slider bar on the Master as
well as all the colors (Reds, Yellows, Greens, Cyans, Blues,
and Magentas). The Master sliders looked like this: Hue
was +10, Saturation was +100 (I really wanted to get +200
but I couldn't jam the bar over that far), and Lightness was 29. I noticed too much magenta in the piece, so I replaced
magenta with more red and yellow through the Replace
Color option listed under adjust.
In stage 3, I increased saturation again + 100 for more grain,
then removed cyan by sliding the saturation slider all the way
over to -100. Starting stage 4, I chose edge colors repeated in
the image and applied by Select- all, Edit- Stroke, then applied
the edge in a size not to large for each color trim. I did this
three times with each trim colored edge.
The work took about two hours at this point. Finally, I sized it
for Epson's Panoramic Paper and printed it with my Epson
Stylus Color 880 printer. Then mounted it with Coda mount's
double release paper under my Scotch 3M mounting machine.
After which I mounted it onto a 16x20 cut
black silk board (Crescent/Moorman Type:
7522), mounted on another 3x board to bring
it into competition thickness, and trimmed it
real pretty on my C & H mat cutter.

John Murray

Stage 2

Stage 3
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Continued from page 15
Many years ago, I chose to develop the skills of marketing and
business. Believe me, it's not rocket science, and it paid off big
time. If I can learn it and now teach it, anyone can do the same.
Today's photographer has a double challenge. Faced with the
changes in technology and the increasing need to retrain, technically, choices are tough. However, it will always come down to
your ability to sell, for an honest return, the fruits of your art.
Imagine with your skills as a image maker, where you could be
if only you took a little time to develop this one skill? Are you
one skill away from success?
Answer the two questions on learn-ability above; if the answer
to both questions is "yes" then what are you waiting for!!!
Go for it!
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Andre Amyot - PhotoCoach International - 866 548 2004
Andre Amyot - PhotoCoach International Inc, is a professional
photographer with over 38 years of experience, having owned
and operated one of the most successful photo studios in North
America. He has been a member of PPof A since 1971.
Andre shares his technical knowledge as well as his business
expertise & marketing know-how through his dynamic and highly acclaimed speaking engagements, through his Power
Performance Success System Clinics, his one-on-one coaching
and consulting services as well as his informative and totally
FREE newsletters The Lumen Factor and Reload.
Get more info on the site - www.photocoach.com
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Continued from page 11
Using the old film-based workflow, it took two weeks and
sometimes even longer to have images developed and processed.
With the new digital system, images can be ready for viewing as
quickly as the studio wants to show them. No matter which
viewing time line the studio or the client prefers, the digital
process allows clients to receive their finished product within 6
to 8 weeks from their final session, even the popular library
bound albums.

Pre Session:
1. Consult with your clients prior to the session and discuss
wardrobe considerations, scheduling the proofing consultation
and have them sign a contract and a model release form.
2. Sign the client up for the Day and the Life Portrait session or
the Treasured Moments Multiple Session. Complete the contract
and review the policies.

Next Business Day Production (Day 1):
1. Conduct Session
2. Download Images to main computer
3. Immediately prepare a backup file, storing images on a server
tape, portable firewire drive, cd or DVD.
4. Copy images into client's folder: edit and number images but
do not rotate. These are the original files and should not be
touched until the images have been ordered.
5. Copy the numbered images into work folder. These files will
be used for proofing.
6. Rotate, crop, and color correct as desired proofs.

Post Session Stage 2 Fill out the image modification form
and make alterations - whether subtle or dramatic- to add artistic
flair and prepare the proofs.
2. Burn a Cd or Dvd of the modified images.
3. Place orders for any images that will be presented to venders
as stock images.
4.After proofing consultation activate internet viewing and place
proof on line for 30 days.
Production Stage 3
1. Copy ordered images into
a file prep folder, then make
color corrections as needed.
2. Identify and organize
required image sizes: 5x7
folder, and 8x10 folder
3. Retouch and crop the
images. Change the file to
tiff required by your printer.
4. Send order to lab and
begin working on digital
album designs.
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Jeff and Kathleen hawkins
Production Stage 4
1. Verify that the numbering on the lab prints matches the
numbers used on corresponding proofs.
2. Cut and organize prints
3. Place orders in gift boxes and call for pick up
4. Insert album order mats and images in album
5. Start all over again!

Resolution # In 2005, We will accept that…just because I
can, doesn't mean I should! Think twice before implementing
something into your workflow system. For instance, just because
you can print your work in house, design all your albums,
retouch every image, doesn't mean it is the most effective way
for your studio to do business. Do you want to be a lab or a photographer? Remember, patience is a virtue as well. Digital technology provides us with the ability of expediting the workflow
process. It is amazing to see studios disappointed if labs can not
turn around prints in 2 days or album companies can not deliver
a product overnight. Remember, anything with value takes time
to create. Don't get stuck in the digital trap and increase your
turnaround time while decreasing the perceived value of the
final product.
For more information, from these award-winning photographers
on creating an effective digital workflow, reference Digital
Photography for Children and Family Portraiture by Kathleen
Hawkins published by (Amherst Media December 2003)
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